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Thank you for using Appraiser Genie! Our how-to manual provides easy, demonstrable 

steps which will allow you to confidently process your reports with Genie. You will need 

to have page one, the subject column of page two, and a sketch completed in the report 

before you begin use Genie. You may opt to rely on Public Records which is 

automatically pulled upon launching Genie but if they do not return the data, you 

will have to manually enter the subject data once inside Genie. If you prefer this 

method, you do not have to complete the subject data in the report other than the 

subject address, city, state, zip, and county. The more accurate the data imported, 

the more accurate the results. Garbage in, garbage out! 

 

To begin, you must download Appraiser Genie from the TOTAL store as shown below. 

Click on Launch and navigate to Partner Products where you will find Appraiser Genie, 

also shown below. 
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For new users, please sign up for the ten free reports under Buy Now. TOTAL will then 

prompt you to sing in with your a la mode login.  
 

 
 

 

If you do not know your login information, Appraiser Genie does not have access to your 

TOTAL account. Please call TOTAL support or click on “Forget your Password”. 
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Once you sign in, go back to TOTAL and close your Dashboard and then 

relaunch. You should know see Appraiser Genie listed as shown below. Instead 

of saying Launch, you will see “Download”. Please click on download to install 

Appraiser Genie. Once completed, close the Dashboard once more time and 

relaunch to see “Launch” displayed.  

 

 
 

IMPORTANT: Before using Appraiser Genie, your MLS must be mapped and 

configured so that it is Genie compatible. A custom MLS export template must be 

stored under the user login so that when the MLS search is downloaded to your 

computer, it is saved in Genie format. Please email mls@appraisergenie.com for 

more information on our free MLS set up. If you currently use RealTracks or 

Northstar, no set up is currently required. Simply download the search as is to 

your computer. Genie does not pull comps for you, you must log into your 

MLS and create a neighborhood search then save it to your desktop in the 

Genie format which you will later import into Appraiser Genie.  

 

 

When using Appraiser Genie, it is best to log into your MLS and create the 

neighborhood search before you access Genie. This is recommended due to 

Genie being Cloud based and time out issues if you navigate away from 

Appraiser Genie too long. Simply log into your MLS, create the neighborhood 

search including active, sold, and pending statuses going back at least one year 

for the 1004mc. Genie is designed to analyze the complete neighborhood which 

you will define in your MLS. You may search via whichever method you prefer 

whether it’s by a map feature, zip code, etc. If you’re not sure how to download 

the MLS search, please contact our MLS team so that they may assist you.  
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Once you have saved your MLS search, you are now ready to begin using 

Appraiser Genie. Once you have the report open in TOTAL, click on Launch 

under the Appraiser Genie icon in your Dashboard. Select “Choose a currently 

opened report and select the report from the drop down box that you wish to use 

with Genie. Then click OK. 

 

 
 

NOTE: Genie is cloud based so it will automatically launch with your computer’s 

default Web browser. IE or Microsoft Edge is not supported; therefore, you will 

need to use Google Chrome or Firefox. If you do not have Chrome or Firefox 

installed, please do so before using Genie.  

 

Genie will take you to a registration page as shown below. For new users, please 

click on Registration under the submit button in the right-hand bottom corner. 
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Make sure to include at least one capital letter and a number for the 

password. You will need to complete the entire registration page before you can 

select “Register” at the bottom. Under software, make sure to select a la mode. 

 

Once you click Register, you will receive a pop up notification indicating that 

Genie has sent you an email verification to the email you registered with. Please 

navigate to your email and confirm. Once this is complete, you should be taken 

to the sign in page again; sign in with the newly created email and password. 

You may select “Remember Me” to save your email and password for Genie.  

 

 
 

 

For new users, Genie will direct you to the Defaults tab the very first time you 

sign in. Genie provides many different default selects to tailor your completed 

report. The blue top in the navigation bar indicates the tab you are currently on 

inside Genie.  

 

 
 

 

The defaults that you choose to save will apply to each report you run inside 

Appraiser Genie but you may navigate back to the Defaults tab to change them 

for future reports. Blue question marks will provide more information on the 

sections and how to use them, simply click on the question mark. 
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The following sections, as shown below, are designed to tailor how your report is 

completed with Appraiser Genie.  

 

Adjustment Rounding: Genie will provide adjustments on the side by side tab 

based on the MLS search you import into Genie. You can decide how you would 

like the adjustments to be rounded if selected.  

 

Comp Export Sort Order: You may select from the drop down arrow the order in 

which you would like the comps for your report exported to your sales grid. For 

example, if you would like the comps ordered by Close Date, Genie will export 

the selected comps back into your report in that order.  

 

Effective Age: Genie will provide an effective age adjustment for your subject if 

wanted. If you would prefer to complete this later in your report, you may 

deselect the check box.  

 

Reconciled Value: This is optional, you may select or deselect. 

 

Calculated Adjustments: Genie will provide all adjustments shown if needed. For 

fireplace and pool, you will have to ability to make an adjustment and Genie will 

provide the adjustment in the adjustment grid of the report and also pull the 

fireplace and pool count for the selected comps. The granite, gate, sprinkler, 

wood deck, and fence adjustment will be provided on the Allocation PDF once 

you export the data back to the report. They will not show in the adjustment grid 

in the report.  

 

National Association of Homebuilders: The percentage displayed is automatically 

updated from their website. The percentage is attributable to the actual cost of 

the house GLA less any incidentals such as sidewalks, driveways, etc. You 

cannot manually update this percentage as this a default and verifiable.  
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Genie allows you to enter up to eight different MLS acronyms if needed. You will 

need to enter the MLS acronym as we have it in our database so that your 

MLS is mapped correctly. If you’re not sure what to enter, please contact 

our support line for assistance. As an example, below ABOR, NTREIS, and 

CRAR are entered into box 1, 2, and 3. ABOR is for Austin Board of Realtors, 

NTREIS is for North Texas, and CRAR is for Cedar Rapids. If you do not enter 

the correct acronym, you will experience mapping issues. Make sure to call us if 

needed! 
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Genie allows you to choose options for the Verification Source field in your report 

grid. As a default, Genie will enter MLS, Assessor into your report. You may 

select up to three different options as shown above. You may also erase and 

type in the boxes if you would prefer something other than shown in the drop-

down boxes. Keep in mind, the options in the drop-down boxes are what Genie 

can pull such as Doc #. If you enter your own information, Genie has no way to 

pull this data if it a number, or database.  

 

 
 

For Rights, Location, and View, whatever is displayed in the defaults boxes 

initially are what will transfer to the report. Most MLS nationwide do not provide 

the rights, location, or view so Genie provides you with defaults that are exported 

to the report. You may select from the drop-down boxes if you prefer a different 

default. You may also type in your own default in the box for rights, location, and 

view. For example, in Functional Utility, you may enter DP/Insulation. 

 

 
 

Blank Row 1, 2, and 3 allows Genie to pull data for the subject and comps and 

export it back to the report in the bottom blank three rows. You may select up to 

three different option for each blank row although we do not recommend more 

than two as TOTAL can only fit so much information into each field. NOTE: You 

cannot enter your own default in the blank row options as Genie is only able to 

pull from your MLS what is in the drop-down boxes. If your MLS does not 

provide this data, nothing will export to the report.  
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Under Public Record Verification, you may select either Ask Me, Public, MLS, or 

Peer. After you select the comps you would like to use for the report, Genie then 

verified the data against MLS, Public, and Peer. You may set a default as shown 

below to tell Genie which source to automatically use when verifying the comp 

information. If you’re not sure which source to use, select Ask Me and if there is a 

discrepancy between the three sources, Genie will show you what each source 

provided and you may select the best choice.  
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The Column Order section allows you to re-order the column headers so that 

when you are selecting the comps for the report, you may see the data displayed 

for each comp in the order you would prefer. You may click on the field, which 

will turn blue, then use the Up and Down button to move the ordering. The fields 

closest to the top will display first on the comp search tab in Genie.  
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Once you complete the Column Order, scroll to the top of the tab and click the 

Save button to apply the changes. Make sure to always click Save!  

 

 
 

You will see other tabs underneath the blue Defaults tab, these are also optional 

and better complete the report. Click on each tab to view the selections and click 

save if you change any defaults on each tab.  

 

 
 

Now that you have set up your report defaults, you are ready to begin the report. 

Genie is easily navigated by the forward and backward arrow towards the front of 

the tabs as indicated in yellow below. To begin the report, click the forward facing 

arrow to the left and click on the Input tab.  
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The Input tab is your Home page. Each time you launch Genie, you will 

automatically be taken here by default expect for the first launch. You may use 

the back arrow and navigate to the Defaults tab if you need to change them in 

the future.  

 

You will complete then Input page beginning with selecting the Effective Date of 

the report from the drop-down box which will open a calendar to select from.  

 

 
 

Next, select the form you are using for the report. There are different forms 

provides, please use the drop-down arrow.  

 

Cost Approach is option as indicated in the drop-down, you may select either Yes 

or No. Cost Approach is calculated by default as Genie needs this for 

depreciation, etc. but you may choose No if you do not want this completed in the 

report.  

 

The Comp Search narrowing filters in the next section allow you to narrow the 

MLS neighborhood search that you saved to your computer to produce the truest 

comparables and your 1004mc. The narrowing filters will narrow based on site, 

age, GLA, etc. against the subject. For example, if 30 is entered into the Site 
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field, Genie will only return comps that are within 30% of the subject’s site size 

+/-. Any field with a 0 tells Genie to skip that narrowing filter. You may also enter 

an = if you want the comp to match the subject exactly. The comps that are not 

returned will stay in the neighborhood search but they will not return when you 

are picking your comps for the report. We do not recommend entering a value 

in all fields as you can narrow the search too far in which you will not have 

any remaining comps to choose from for your report. If you choose to leave 

all criteria blank, then all comps in the MLS export will show on the comp 

search page and be included in the 1004mc for the active and sold.  

 

 
 

Reconciliation Weighting is a USPAP requirement in which you will score 1-10 

between the three methods of sales comparison, income, and cost approach. You 

may assign the full weight to the sales comparison  

 

 
 

Highest and Best use allows to select the Current and Possible use of the 

property. Residential displays by default along with Multi-Family. You may select 

Multi-Family by clicking on the drop-down arrow and clicking the top blank space.  
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The Land Comp Sales section allows you to manually enter raw land sales that 

need to be reconciled. Otherwise, Genie will calculate the site value through 

Allocation, Extraction, and Regression. Simply enter the Comp address, sales 

price, etc. into the green fields and assign weighting. If this does not apply, simply 

skip the section and leave it blank.  

 

 
 

Lastly, the Square Foot Method allows you to manually transfer data provided by 

Marshall & Swift for the Cost Approach. You may manually enter data into the 

green fields if needed. You may opt to leave this section as is and use 

buildingcost.net by default for the Cost Approach.  
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Next, scroll to the top of the page and select the Browse button to import the MLS 

file that you saved earlier to your computer. Your computer’s file explorer will open 

allowing you to navigate to where the file is saved. Once you locate the file, either 

double click on it or select open.  

 

  
 

Once you select the file, you will see the file name and a green drop-down box. In 

the drop-down box, click the down arrow and click on the MLS acronym of the 

MLS you are using for the file. If you do not see anything available in the drop-

down, simply type in the MLS acronym then click Start New Report.  
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Once you click Start New Report, Genie will upload the MLS file and scrub the 

MLS data. Genie also verified each imported address so that the distance from 

the subject is verified and Public Records are pulled.  

 

 
 

 

 
 

Genie will navigate you to the subject verification box asking you to confirm your 

subject data. The data in the fields are provided from the TOTAL report or Public 

Records. Make sure to verify all data is correct or modify if needed. This 

information is sent to buildingcost.net for the Total Replacement Cost. It is 
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imperative that you review for accuracy. Click Next at the bottom of the box once 

completed.  

 

 
 

 
 

Genie will then grade and sort the comps based on closest proximity to the 

subject, most recently sold, and least adjusted. You are now on the Comp Search 

tab as indicated in blue. This tab will provide you with the remaining comps if 

narrowed on the Input tab in the narrowing criteria selection. If you did not enter 

any narrowing variances, all comps the MLS search will display here. There is a 

counter provided towards the top of the tab indicating the comp count on the 

page.  
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The total comps displayed above are 107. Genie uses the active and sold listings 

in the counter for Regression and Matched Pair analysis which will be 86 in the 

above example. The 14 active and 86 sold will be used for the report 

1004mc(Market Conditions). If there are too many/ too few comps displayed in the 

counter you have either narrowed too much or not enough based on your 

narrowing criteria you chose on the Input tab. You may navigate back to the Input 

tab and start the report over and change your narrowing criteria if needed. You 

simply will complete the page all over again and re-import the file.  

 

 
 

Once you’re satisfied with the counter display, you will go through the list of 

comps and check the ones you would like to use for the report. In the far-left hand 

side, the Status column will indicate if the comp is a sold, active, pending, 

withdrawn, etc.  
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You may re-order the list of comparables by clicking on the column headers. For 

example, if you want to order Age by ascending or descending, click on the Age 

column header. You will see a loading… box display automatically, make sure to 

let the page load before you click again.  
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Use the horizontal bar at the bottom of the page to view the different columns. 

There are quite a few different fields provided. Refer back to the Defaults tab and 

the Column Order section to reorder the column headers in which you want them 

to display.  

 

When you are going through the list of comps, if there are any comps displayed 

that you DO NOT want used for any analysis or the 1004mc, you may select the 

comps you want to get rid of and then click “Delete Selected Comps” which will 

remove them from the page. The comps removed will remain in the neighborhood 

search but will not be used for the 1004mc or analysis.  

 

 
 

If you decided to click on the column headers and re-order the list, you may revert 

to the original ordering by clicking “Rest Sort Order”. Genie will then place the 

comps back in the original order of closest proximity to the subject, most recently 

sold, and least adjusted. The distance is subject to the address being entered 

correctly in the MLS. If it is not, the distance may not reflect correctly. Use the 
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horizontal bar to scroll over and view the Distance column. If a 0 is provided, 

Genie was not able to calculate the comps distance from the subject. The 

distance displayed is in miles.  

 

 
 

If you need to refer to the subject data without going back to the report, click on 

the Subject button and Genie will display the subject box that you were shown 

before this page.  
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Next, select the comps you want to use for the report. The comps selected will be 

used for Extraction and Allocation including the subject. TOTAL allows you to 

select up to 15 comps for your report.  

 

 
 

The counter will display the number of comps you have selected for your report as 

shown below. 
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Once you have selected all of the chosen comps for your report, click the Next 

button. Genie will then “type” the comps you chose and then verify data against 

MLS, Public, and Peer.  

 
 

 
 

Depending on your Public Record verification defaults that you defined in the 

Defaults tab, Genie will verify the comp data with the source chosen. If you left 

“Ask Me” as your default selection, Genie will verify data against all three sources 

and show you what each one reported if there are discrepancies. A discrepancy 

means MLS, Public, and Peer did not report the same data. No pop up will display 

if you chose MLS, Public, or Peer. NOTE: If you select MLS, Public, or Peer, 

and the source does not return data, you will then have to manually enter 

the data for the comps.  

 

DISCLAIMER: Genie provides an exclusive peer database in which a running 

average is reported for comps that have been previously used inside Genie 

by you or your peers. Genie does not store proprietary info rather a running 

average of the last 20 entries.  

 

You are now on the SideBySide tab which will look like page two of your TOTAL 

report. You will have the subject data located on the left-hand side and the chosen 

comps on the right. You can scroll up and down to view the data used for the 

subject and comparables. Use the horizontal bar to scroll over to view all comps. It 

is important to review the data and to modify if needed. Changes made to the 

SidebySide will automatically update any effected analysis. This page is not in 

stone as we understand the MLS may be wrong along with Public Records. It is 

your job to ensure that you verify all data used.  
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To read the page, use the black headers on the far-left hand side and read the 

page horizontally across. As you see below, Site is shown for the subject and 

straight across the page you will see the comp’s site size.  

 

 
 

Genie provides adjustments that may be automatically entered into the adjustment 

grid in the report upon exporting. It is your choice as to whether you want to apply 

them or not. If you decide that you do not want the adjustments in the report, 

Genie will still provide you with over 15 PDFs of documented support in 

your work file which detail how the adjustments were derived.  

 

In order to apply the adjustments to the report, you click on the value that provides 

the adjustment you want to use based on Matched Pair, Extraction, Allocation, 

and Regression. In between the subject and comps, you will see a column header 

labeled Adjustment which will indicate the type of adjustments Genie provides as 

shown below.  
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Between each comp, you will see a Genie Peer DB header that will provide data 

for the Peer database. Data only displays if your selected comps have been used 

by you or your Peers.  
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As shown below, for GLA, $44 per sq. ft. was selected based on Allocation. 

Simply click on the $44 and Genie will apply the adjustment to all comps. You may 

scroll across horizontally to see the applied adjustment. Scroll through the page 

and select any adjustments you want entered into the report.  

 

 
 

 

Genie also provides a Realtor and Tax button for each comp that allows you to 

view the list/sell agent and remark info if provided by your MLS and the Tax 

information for each comp. Simply click on Realtor or Tax to display.  
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You are now ready to export to your report by clicking on Export to Report. Genie 

will then prepare to send your completed report back to TOTAL.  
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If you did not select a Site adjustment, you will see a Land Value pop up box 

indicating the land values Genie provided. You may select whichever one you 

would like or select None. The value selected will be entered into the opinion of 

site value field in the Cost Approach in your report. Click Next when you have 

made your selection. Genie will then export to your report.  
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NOTE: Genie will populate a box asking if the report has exported correctly. 

Make sure to ignore this box until after you verify the information has been 

transferred back to the report.  

 

 
 

 

Lastly, TOTAL’s data wizard will automatically populate. Select “Merge into a 

currently open report” and navigate to the report you want completed if more than 

one is currently opened in TOTAL. Next, select “Replace the data in my open 

report with the imported data”. If you have a sketch already completed in the 

report, select “Keep the sketch in my open report”. Then click Import.  
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You will notice that TOTAL is highlighted orange at the bottom of your computer 

screen. Click on TOTAL and review the report grid, 1004mc, and Cost Approach 

(if selected).  

 

 
 

After reviewing, click on Workfile in TOTAL to view all PDFs provided by Appraiser 

Genie. The tabs in Genie are now converted to a PDF document which contains 

all support and analysis completed by Appraiser Genie.  
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Click on the PDF that you wish to review to view. You may include these 

individually in the report or leave them in the work file, it is up to you.  
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Genie is a fast, efficient, and powerful tool which provides support, data entry, and 

analysis for your appraisal reports. Use Genie to your benefit and save time on 

every report!  

 

Sources used in Genie: Public Records, USPS, MLS, Local County Assessor, and 

exclusive Peer database.  

 

Thank you for your business and support! Please reach out to our sales and 

support line for further information or training.  

 

Sales: 325-455-7890 

info@appraisergenie.com 

Support: 325-455-7939 

support@appraisergenie.com 

mls@appraisergenie.com  
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